We, 'SSR Metals Private Limited', are a major supplier, manufacturer and
exporter of Plastic and UPS Cabinets. Having applications in the electrical
equipment industry the metal and plastic sheet are of high durability.

- About Us -

Since our inception in 2001, 'SSR Metals Private Limited' have remained and
consistent and reliable suppliers, manufacturers and exporters of the Plastic and
Sheet Metal Cabinets. These cabinets are of the high quality durability and
corrosion free for a long life in heavy industrial duty. The basic category of
products include Inverter Cabinets and Enclosures, UPS Cabinets, Weighing
Scale Cabinet, Trolley Moulds, Server Rack Cabinet, Voltage Stabilizers
Cabinets, Scientific Equipment Enclosure and Stickers and Labels. We have a
long association with a standard quality control mechanism with test controllers
having a greater roll in the exhaustive test mechanism. Our production team is
well versed with best manufacture techniques with advanced precision tool
machines. Besides they also provide customization for the clients as well.
We have a capacious storage facility that is able to provide a moisture and
fungal free zone for preservation. Each section in the warehouse is able to
provide a ventilation technique that prevents any pest infection in the
compound. We have a sophisticated packaging facility for the safe and secure
transportability of the products to the end clients. The products that are being
produced at our facility require an advanced tooling that we have been
constantly upgrading over the years.

UPS Cabinets:
We are a prolific manufacturer and supplier of the UPS Cabinets. Our company has a quality
control mechanism that has provided the much needed quality trade-off with production.
We are able to provide a much needed packaging facility that has been the mainstay of the
packaging infrastructure.

Online UPS Cabinets

3KVA Online UPS Cabinets

KVA Online UPS Cabinets

UPS Cabinets

Weighing Scale Cabinet:
We are one of the leading manufacturers and suppliers of wide range of Weighing Scale
Cabinet. These are well fabricated with high quality raw material bought from reliable
vendors. These weighing machine cabinets are highly durable and offer enhanced
performance in various conditions. We offer these at market leading prices.

Table Top Weighing Scale
Cabinet

Weighing Scale Cabinet

Platform Weighing Scale
indicator Cabinet

Server Rack Cabinet:
We are a major industry in the supply and manufacture of the Server Rack Cabinet. The
procurements are from some of the best vendors who have been able to find the raw
material durable and long lasting. We have a diligent team of experts who have been able
to find the quality of the products long lasting.

Server Cabinet

32U Server Rack

42U Server Rack

9U Double Section Rack

Voltage Stabilizers Cabinets:
We are a primer manufacturer of the Voltage Stabilizers Cabinets. Having a large storage
capability, the moisture control mechanism is able to provide a longevity to the
preservation of the product. The products include Stabilizer Cabinets, and Wall Mounting
Stabilizer Cabinets. Our packaging facility is able to provide a long viability to a defect free
service.

Stabilizer Cabinets

Wall Mounting Stabilizer
Cabinets

Wall Mounting Stabilizer
Cabinets

SSR 5KW Voltage
Stabilizer

Inverter Cabinets And Enclosures:
We are able to provide a consistent range of the products in the Inverter Cabinets and
Enclosures. Our team is able to provide a large consignment of deliverables to the clients.
The products having different power rating are well known for their performance. The raw
material procured are from some of the best procurement agents.

Inverter Cabinets &
Enclosures

Inverter Cabinets &
Enclosures

Inverter Cabinets &
Enclosures

Inverter Cabinets &
Enclosures

Scientific Equipment Enclosure:
We are a pioneer in the manufacture of the Scientific Equipment Enclosure. These products
find latest use in many industries. The uses are in the UV Chamber Cabinet and Scientific
Equipment Enclosures. We have a capacious storage facility for the moisture free storage
of the products.

UV Chamber Cabinet

Scientific Equipment
Enclosures

Operation Theater Trolley

Scientific Equipment
Enclosure

Inverter Trolley:
We are able to provide a prominent mechanism for the Inverter Trolley. Our storage
facility is able to provide the much needed moisture control mechanism. We have a stateof-the-art packaging mechanism that has been customizable to the more global markets.
The flexible mechanism of payment modes have reduced the prices of the shipments. There
are different power ratings for the products.

Inverter Trolly

Single Battery Inverter
Trolly

Plastic Inverter Trolley

Plastic Trolley Moulds

Stickers and Labels:
We are an eminent manufacturing and supply hub for Stickers and Labels. Having diverse
application these products come in different outer characteristics. We have Stickers, Vinyl
Sticker, Embossed, Security and Domed Labels and Membrane Keypad. The stickers are
produced with designs of aesthetic and customizable outlook.

Self Adhesive Stickers

Vinyl Sticker

Embossed Labels

Security Labels

Other Products:

Kiosk Enclosures

Socket Plug

Wall Socket Plug

Other Products:

UPS Cabinets 600 VA

UPS Cabinets

UPS Cabinet

Online UPS 5kva
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Other Products:

UPS Cabinet

UPS Cabinets

UPS Cabinet

UPS Cabinet
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Other Products:

Online UPS Battery
Cabinet

6U Rack Cabinet

SSR-5KW Voltage
Stabilizer Cab

SSR-5KW Voltage
Stabilizer Cab
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- Company Factsheet -

Year of Establishment

2001

Nature of Business

Supplier
Manufacturer
Exporter

Total Number of
Employees
Major Markets

26 to 50 People
Australia/NZ
Indian Subcontinent
Caribbean
East/Middle Africa
North Africa
South/West Africa
East Europe
East Asia
Central America
North Europe
Middle East
South America
South/West Europe
South East Asia
North America

- Contact Us -

Contact Details:
SSR Metals Private Limited

Mr. Som Dutt
179/ A , New Lahore Colony, Shastri Nagar
New Delhi - 110031, Delhi, India
Website: www.ssrmetals.com

